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CALGARY IN BRIEF
Whatcha Got Calgary?
Joel Dryden, a recent Mount Royal University
journalism graduate, and his partner Andrew
Cormier, will premiere their highly anticipated
film anthology Whatcha Got Calgary? at the Globe
Theatre, on Sept. 5. The anthology consists of 20 short
films based on various topics that impact Calgarians.
Each of the short films will be visually different
from the other since they showcase the work of
20 Calgary professional and amateur directors. The
films also range styles and techniques like animation,
documentaries and experimental films. The goal
of the anthology is showcasing Calgary’s talent in
directing and acting, the city’s art scene as well as to
raise money for the Calgary Women’s Shelter.
The anthology started off as a what-if idea that
grew into something bigger. “I knew a bunch of
filmmakers in Calgary who wanted to start making
stuff,” says Dryden. “They were saying that they
couldn’t find people to watch their stuff.
“I went with the idea and started contacting local
directors asking them if they wanted to get involved.
It evolved into this thing and now we’ve got 20 shorts
and the theatre’s booked.”
For more information on Whatcha Got Calgary?,
visit 201studios.com

Calgary journal online

Food truck
of the month:
taiko taco

Editor’s picks
Mitacs aims to bring Canada to the
forefront of innovation: Learn about
the University of Calgary’s involvement
in this international internship program
that is seeing students from India develop
unmanned aerial vehicles.
The Calgary Journal’s First World War
section: Learn more about how Calgary
played a major role in arguably the most
poignant conflict in Canadian history.
Dancers’ Studio West unveils 2014-2015
season lineup: Company officials are
looking for their “critical dialogue” events
to create better engagement between
performers and choreographers and the
audience.
Looking into Fort Calgary’s Future
Redevelopment: Learn more about how
this historical site will be changing over the
next few years.

Streeters
“what are you most excited for this fall semester?”

“I’m looking forward to my program. I’m in
the advanced athletic program so I am looking
forward to those courses.”
courtney kelso

I guess going to classes and not being bored at all.
Summer is boring. It’s all work. I work at Heritage
Park and at the hospital.
Charlene Allat

“Probably fresh books! Fresh agenda, fresh people
in your classes. You know that part of the school
year before you have real work. Lauren Cross

“I haven’t learned in a while. I have been working
full time for the past year. I really don’t feel like
I’ve used my brain enough. I want to think more
and be more proactive.”
Yigal Varushin

O

photo by max foley

ffering a twist on the tried-and-true street
food classic, Taiko Taco is September’s
Food Truck of the Month. Billed as a PanAsian taco truck, Taiko’s selection is limited to
a handful of tacos, appetizers and mini donuts.
However, in this case, it’s more than enough.
“Taiko Taco was created to address fine
dining, but in a street setting,” explains James
Boettcher, who operates the truck. “I wanted to
work with a chef and bridge the gap between
what was being offered and the concept we
originally came up with.”
Tacos are an accessible street food – everyone
knows what a taco is and what they’re gonna
get. Boettcher, however, wanted to switch
things up a little. Using a steamed Asian-style
bun instead of the traditional soft or hard
taco shell, as well as ingredients inspired by
the flavours of the Orient, he saw a gap in the
market and filled it.
James also runs the YYCFoodTrucks website
to provide a platform of sorts for the growing
market. At last count around 40 were operating
in our city. “I love how collaborative the trucks
are. It’s more of a team effort to grow our
market, rather than a competitive endeavour.”
“Taiko” means “lucky” in Singlish, the curious
blend of languages prevalent in the city-state
of Singapore. Out of the current three taco
offerings at Taiko, the pork belly taco is the
most popular. Featuring tender savory pork
belly, kimchi slaw and sesame seeds, you might
consider finding Taiko Taco a stroke of luck.
Visit taikotaco.com for more information.

photos by zarif alibhai/Calgary Journal
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Progressive Conservative leadership
candidates aim to regain Albertans’ trust

Lukazuk, McIver and Prentice go one-on-one with the Journal

logo taken from pc alberta’s facebook page

paulina lwiski pliwski@cjournal.ca
quinton amundson qamundson@cjournal.ca
t is inarguable that trust is the buzzword
of the 2014 Progressive Conservative
leadership election that is taking place
Sept.6 (with a possible second round of voting
on Sept. 20). It has been and continues to
be the chief priority of the three leadership
candidates — Thomas Lukaszuk, Ric McIver
and Jim Prentice — to convince Albertans that
they are the man who can restore trust and
confidence in the PC Party after that trust has
been severely compromised due to the various
controversies surrounding former Premier
Alison Redford. Gaining the trust of party
members and Albertan citizens is perhaps not
just pivotal to come away with a victory this
month, but also to ensure the health of the PC
leadership dynasty going forward.
The Calgary Journal spoke with each
candidate about earning the trust of Albertans,
their position on education, why they want to
be premier and where they see the province
going forward, among other things.

I

CJ: What inspired you to join the PC
leadership race?

Thomas Lukaszuk: We need to focus on
social development, infrastructure, daycares,
senior homes, education and things of that
nature. I found that I have more experience
than the other candidates, I know provincial
issues really well, I still have that burning in my
belly and I knew that I could offer something
very different. Putting all this together I
thought it would be simply unbecoming not
to step in because there are other alternatives
that should be offered to Albertans.
4
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Ric McIver: It has been an ambition of mine
to serve and make sure Alberta provides the
opportunities for our kids and grandkids that
I have enjoyed since I arrived here in 1981. I
made a decision that it was my time to serve
in this way and I am well able to do it.
Jim Prentice: I made this decision because
I am concerned about the direction of
Alberta. I am profoundly concerned about the
absence of leadership in our province. I am a
disappointed taxpayer. I think that we need
a good government to move forward and in
particular Alberta requires leadership at this
point in time.
CJ: What policies do you wish to
introduce during your time in office?

TL: You know that were going to have to go
Full Monty and do a full review of any and all
expenditures independently so it’s open and
to deal with the consequences. If it’s criminal,
charges so be it or if it’s paying back, so be it.
The second thing will be focusing on moving
forward. Catching up on 20 years of unbilled
infrastructure, and focusing on diversifying
our economy for the first time. We can
lessen our reliance on carbon fuels revenue
and invest in food production, agriculture,
research, development and commercialization
to diversify our portfolio of income sources
and address some of the important issues in
health care, there’s issues that you don’t fix
through changing the corporate structure and
you actually do it at the ground level, where
services are delivered.
RM: Trust is a big issue right now. I intend
to make sure everyone’s expense account is
as boring as mine is. Albertans are looking

for their next leader to treat their dollars with
care and respect, and to spend modestly. I
will start by leading by example with fiscal
restraints and then work hard on dealing with
the issues that affect Albertan’s quality of life:
the economy, healthcare, education and the
social services we deliver.
JP: I think of the five priorities I have spoken
of over the course of the campaign. The first
priority is a commitment to fiscal responsibility
and to balance our budget. The second priority
is to restore public trust and eliminating
entitlement among people in elected office.
The third priority is to ensure that as Albertans
we secure global prices on global markets on
the commodities that we produce. The fourth
priority is a commitment to excellence for
the environment and the fifth priority is to
maintain the quality of life that Albertans have
and the services that are provided to them.
CJ: What is your position on education
in the province? What will you do to
further support students?

TL: We can have a smart economy in this
province that’s based on advanced education,
research and commercialization of research, so
we need to bank on that, we need to get more
involved in applying research to spin off some
economic activity in this province. We have
second-to-none post-secondary institutions so
that is a great foundation to build upon. K-12
education, we have to invest in infrastructure
because we simply have kids where we don’t
have schools and that’s a problem.
RM: Unless we are looking after all of our
students we are not doing a good enough
job so funding formula needs to be fixed and

City
I intend to consult with the school boards,
parents and teachers to get that done. I also
want to do maintain the tremendous level
of choice we have in Alberta. There is some
pressure to take away some of the choices
that Albertan parents have to raise their kids
in a school of their choice be it a public school,
sports school, religious school, a technical
school or a cultural school and I think no one
is better suited than a child’s parent on how
their child is educated so I intend this right of
parents to make this choice for their children
and to protect the funding of these schools.
JP: From my perspective nothing is as
important than hard work and education so
that is the ethic in my family and that makes
me a strong proponent of a quality education
system. I apply that from education for young
people and post-secondary education. I think
that we should pursue excellence in education.
That should be our objective and our standard
in everything we do whether it be primary or
university education. In order to do that we
need proper facilities that are up to date and
keep pace with our population growth. We also
need predictable and sustainable funding for
our post-secondary institutions.
CJ: How do you plan to make the
government more accountable and
trustworthy to the public?

TL: We need an independent budgetary
officer in this province, who will only report to
the legislature not to the government, that will

photo by paulina liwski/calgary journal

Thomas Lukaszuk was elected to his fourth
term as member of the legislative in 2012. He
is the MLA representing Edmonton-Castle
Downs, and has also served as deputy premier
and minister of enterprise and advanced
education.

be in real time doing the expenditures (of ) not
only the premier’s office but the entire executive
council, which would be all the ministers and
deputy ministers. Albertans would have a piece
of mind knowing that for a first time somebody
is actually reviewing those expenditures.
RM: I will insist on good behaviour, not
only for myself, but also by other members
of government and of the legislature. The
only way to build that trust is by earning
that trust and my track record is one of being
very respectful of the taxpayer dollars that
we spend and the way that I conduct myself
financially. Those are the issues of public
concern and I think the public will respond to
good behaviour in the same direct way they
respond to poor behavior.
JP: I propose to conduct myself the way
I always have in public life which is to be a
reliable person that people trust and speak
the truth and who is prepared to take on the
difficult issues and make difficult choices.
The six years I was a federal cabinet minister
I didn’t even carry a Government of Canada
credit card. I charged expenses to my personal
card, and then sought reimbursement if it was
appropriate. What Alberta needs is someone
setting a different tone from the top and I think
that’s exemplified in that certain story.
CJ: Why are you the man to rehabilitate
the reputation of the PC Party?

TL: The number one reason is that I’ve been
the only one to challenge the premier (Alison

Photo taken from Ric McIver facebook page

Ric McIver has represented Calgary-Hays as MLA
since April 2012. Before that he served as a city
councillor (then alderman) for the City of Calgary
from 2001-2010. He finished as runner-up to Naheed
Nenshi in the 2010 Calgary mayoral election. He has
served as minister of transportation.

Redford) and I got demoted for that. I was the
first one to call out the government saying
that we have lost the morality to govern. I was
the first to one and the only one to put her on
the hot seat in caucus and question her about
those issues. The fact is that my reputation
speaks for itself. If there are issues that I simply
disagree with, I will affect that change. I am not
surrounded by cohorts or consultants that have
been living off of government for decades.
They are not a part of my campaign team.
RM: My expense reports are boring, and I
insist that everybody’s expense reports are
boring. Even in the case with a consistuency
budget where I spend $10 to $20,000 less than I
am allowed to because I don’t need the money
and I think that’s the attitude that Albertans
want their leader to have . . . the leader won’t
treat money available as a gift but rather treat
it as a tool to use for their benefit, and if we
don’t need it all, don’t use it all. Really my
behaviour is the exact opposite of entitlement
and that is exactly the attitude Albertans are
looking for.
JP: I am from the outside. I think a new
broom sweeps clean. And the Progressive
Conservative party needs someone from the
outside that is not encumbered by baggage,
who did not sit back and accept what was
going on before, but someone from the outside
that can clean up the mess.
Calgary Journal Note: Answers have been
edited for clarity and length.

Photo courtesy of the Jim Prentice campaign team

Jim Prentice served as MP for Calgary CentreNorth from 2004-2010. During his time in
the House of Commons he served as minister
of Industry, minister of environment, and
minister of aboriginal affairs and northern
development.
calgaryjournal.ca
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Mount Royal University breaks ground
on the Riddell Library and Learning Centre

Construction to get underway in September

photo courtesy of mount royal university

This is an artist’s impression of what the Riddell Library and Learning Centre will look like at Mount
Royal University once it opens in early 2017. The library will be a stand-alone building that features a
variety of spaces that will aid students and faculty in their learning and teaching.

paulina liwski
pliwski@cjournal.ca
he golden shovels hit the dirt on Aug. 19,
beginning construction of Mount Royal
University’s (MRU) new Riddell Library and
Learning Centre (RLLC).
This facility — which university officials hope
becomes the intellectual heart and soul of the
university — is slated to open in early 2017.
Along with breaking ground at the Aug. 19
ceremony, the building’s design concept was unveiled
at the location of the new library on Richard Road S.W.,
across the street from MRU’s new Conservatory and
the Bella Concert Hall.
MRU President David Docherty says it is an exciting
time on campus because it “marks a beginning and
an end.” He said the groundbreaking marks the
beginning of construction of a new facility and the
end of phase one of the campus master plan.
“This centre at the corner of Mount Royal’s
community campus will inspire lifelong learning in
all Calgarians,” says Docherty. “The Riddell Library
will be open to the public, alumni, local community
members, students and faculty of other postsecondary institutions as well as our primary users
Mount Royal students, faculty and staff.
“It will be a cultural institute for all Calgarians
to enjoy and it will be the host venue for lectures,
speakers and presentations. Even though we are on
one side of campus it will be the intellectual heart of
Mount Royal University.”
The total cost for the RLLC is close to $100 million.
The province is covering the lion’s share at $86 million
while the Riddell family donated funds but that
amount has not been disclosed.
The Calgary Journal attempted to learn the sum of
the Riddell family’s donation, but was informed by
Alyssa Berry, the MRU media relations officer, that no

T
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comment would be made on this matter.
The facility is named after the Riddells, a prominent
local family led by Clayton Riddell, chairman and CEO
of Paramount Resources Ltd.
The Riddell name is not new to Canadian
universities. The University of Manitoba in Winnipeg
has the Clayton H. Riddell Faculty of Environment,
Earth and Resources. Riddell graduated from the
University of Manitoba with a Bachelor of Science.
According to news reports, Riddell was also caught
up in a controversy after pledging $15 million to
Carleton University in 2010. It was revealed that the
donor agreement with the Ottawa university gave
representatives of Riddell — in the form of a steering
committee led at that time by Preston Manning — the
final ruling in the hiring process for certain positions
in the school of political management, now called
the Clayton H. Riddell Graduate Program in Political
Management, and a say on curriculum.
After Carleton faculty and the Canadian Association
of University Teachers complained that the deal
impinged on academic freedom, Carleton University
revised its agreement with Riddell in 2012, limiting the
steering committee’s input.
“It’s not a public donation in terms of money,” says
Mount Royal’s Berry. “I do know about that situation
and I don’t believe this is the same.
“I don’t know the parameters of Mount Royal
(donation) and whatever it is, it’s private with the
family as per their request with their donation to the
Riddell Library,” says Berry.
Library Features

Mount Royal’s current library was built in 1972 and has
enough seats for 600 students and only three study
rooms. According to building plans for the RLLC, the
new facility will accommodate 1,500 students and
feature 30 study rooms. The construction process gets

underway this month.
University Librarian Carol Shepstone says the Riddell
Library is a needed addition to the ever-growing
campus, which attracts a diversity of students each year.
“The Riddell Library and Learning Centre promises
to be an exciting new building for students, faculty
and the community,” says Shepstone. “It’s so necessary
to our mission as a university.
“It will enhance Mount Royal’s ability to provide
exceptional teaching and learning experiences to our
students and will further those students and faculty
achievements in scholarship.”
The RLLC will house the library, student learning
services, the academic development centre, START
(the Student Technicians and Resource Tutors), the
department of education and schooling, the institute
for scholarship of teaching and learning, as well as
information technology services.
Shepstone adds that the new library will consist of
four floors that are each designed to fulfill a different
function to help students and faculty engage and
interact in new ways with information in its many forms.
“The new facility brings together information
resources with the spaces and tools for innovative
creation and learning,” says Shepstone. “It includes a
maker’s space for hands-on creation so 3D printers
and laser cutters, visualization labs to explore and
integrate information and of course the media
creation suites.
“These are just a few examples of the possibilities
for faculty, teaching and students.”
The Importance of Libraries

Tristan Smyth, the MRU student union’s vicepresident of academic affairs, says the Riddell Library
will showcase the passion of learning that the centre
represents.
“On this spot, we are not constructing a scholastic
enclave tucked away into the corner of a campus
but a nexus of possibility and community,” says
Smyth. “Not a component of student schooling, but
a cornerstone of their growth. Not a fixed space, but
one which adapts to dynamic needs of Mount Royal.”
Docherty stressed that libraries are important
in today’s society, stating even though libraries
have moved away from simply housing important
information in books and in archives, they are
ultimately helping students foster new ideas and
meanings in an effective and quick manner when it
comes to doing digital research.
“While libraries themselves have evolved beyond a
quite repository for books, the need for students and
faculty to have access to timely, relevant and accurate
information remains,” says Docherty. “Students need
a space that is flexible where they can study, think,
exchange ideas and create new ones where they can
experiment and fail before they succeed.
“The library is where it happens and the Riddell
Library and Learning Centre will meet the needs of
21st century students.”

PROFILES

Ted Stovin: Cowboy entrepreneur
Calgary man launches unique company to keep in touch with rodeo roots

Ted Stovin, 23 (right), interviewing an event organizer at the 1st annual High River Bullarama held last November.

T

kelsey simpson
ksimpson@cjournal.ca

he cowboy who was once a bull-rider
packs up for a weekend of rodeo and the
long trip ahead to the next arena. His dark
leather boots cleaned up, his western shirts
ironed and his cowboy hat shaped. He loads
up the truck for the drive but instead of a rope
or saddle, this cowboy packs his laptop and
video camera.
After growing up participating in rodeos
for most of his life, Ted Stovin, 23, found his
natural path as a bull rider. But after sustaining
a shoulder injury that required surgery in
2010, Stovin found a new calling in the form
of a business idea that catapulted him into the
forefront of the rodeo industry.
Forced from the backs of bucking bulls to
outside the arena, Stovin began capturing the
spirit of rodeo and sharing it with thousands
of online viewers.
“It was really just a niche to be filled,” he says.
“I went to a bull riding, and at that time, I was
recovering from a shoulder surgery. I filmed it
all on my phone and put those videos on my
website and people started watching.”

BUILDING A BUSINESS

Three years ago, Stovin attended a workshop in
Florida to build his own website. Not quite sure
what it was going to be, he called it Everything
Cowboy (everything-cowboy.com)
Today, Everything Cowboy is a top rodeo media
website. It consists of videos, pictures, stories,
rodeo results, and information of smaller events
throughout Alberta, and Western Canada. Even
though his focus is on promoting Canadian rodeo,
Stovin’s audience includes followers from all over
Canada, the United States, and even Australia.
Although it is not the only media to cover
Alberta rodeo, Everything Cowboy is one of the
only online outlets solely dedicated to rodeo
represented by all the different associations.
With nearly a dozen rodeo associations in
Alberta alone, media coverage has always been
fragmented between the different organizations.
Western living, horse industry magazines and
daily newspapers usually touch on rodeo when
big stories arise but Stovin’s company was one of
the first online enterprises dedicated solely to the
promotion and coverage of the rodeo industry.
Everything Cowboy posts up-to-date news
on all rodeo topics. The main breadwinners of

photo by kelsey simpson

the site are the videos that are usually uploaded
instantly after an event — keeping the fan
engaged and instantly gratified.
The site connects the echoes of the screaming
fans, the dust of the arena, the drops of tears
and sweat of the competitors, and the thrill of
the eight-second rides to the viewer at home or
on the road with a mobile device.
Stovin says rodeo as a sport and an industry is
hard to keep up with whether you are a fan for
the day, or a lifetime or even an anxious family
member that couldn’t make it to the rodeo.
“Rodeo is at a place right now where it is
really tough to watch, and it is really tough
to follow for someone that has never seen
it before,” he explains. “We need to be doing
a better job of making it easier for the fan. I
mean if it (rodeo) stays the same it is going
to go away.”
Stovin argues that rodeo broadcasts need to
be better produced in order to draw in more
fans in order to grow the rodeo brand.
With nearly 100 media passes hanging on the
wall behind him, Ted Stovin sits at his kitchen
table talking about the humble beginnings of
Everything Cowboy like it was yesterday.
calgaryjournal.ca
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A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO LEARNING

After completing high school in his hometown
of Drayton Valley, Stovin enrolled at New Mexico
Junior College on a rodeo scholarship in 2008.
By 2009, Stovin got the ball rolling by riding
bulls in four countries in just two months, and
then wrote about his experiences.. This was the
first time Stovin was paid to write. Since then, he
has written about everything from post-secondary
scholarships to rodeo events for Horses All, Rodeo
Connection, Canadian Pro Rodeo News, Western
Horse Review and the highlight of his writing
career, the All American Cowboy.
After receiving his associate of arts degree
in general studies from New Mexico in 2010,
Stovin went to the University of Las Vegas
to study business. He returned to Alberta in
2012 to continue his business degree at the
University of Calgary (U of C).
However, after a semester at U of C, Stovin
dropped out to pursue his business even
further and by July 2012, Stovin was dedicating
all of his time to his website.
While most university students fear being
a dropout, Stovin credits the value his mother
placed on life-long learning and the extra courses
he has went through to his success today.

“I’ve been to courses every year since high
school to learn outside of the conventional
systems,” says Stovin. “Often at those courses
I’m one of the youngest, if not the youngest
there. But I’d say I’ve learned just as much at
those as I have in real school.”
THE PRICE OF SUCCESS

Throughout Stovin’s career, he has experienced
a full range of jobs from a plumber when
he was 16, to working at a car dealership,
construction and even as a mailman while he
was in college “for a sweet $7.50 an hour.”
Most of these jobs supported his rodeo
career. When times were good Stovin rodeoed
full-time earning at least $5,000 a year until
he finished high school. When times were less
successful, like in 2007 when he broke his jaw,
Stovin put his rodeo career on hold to work
and save for when he was able to get back on
bulls again.
After starting his company in 2010, Stovin
was freelancing for various publications while
trying to get his business off the ground.
“It took a year-and-a-half before I made any
money on it but now it is going pretty good
and it is defining me right now.”
He covers his costs and by selling advertising

on his website, YouTube cheques for circulating
enough viewers, sponsors, freelance writing,
and producing rodeo events.
On his days off the rodeo trail, Stovin can
also be found at the factory of one of Calgary’s
oldest businesses, Smithbilt Hats on 12th
Street S.E. After working with Smithbilt while
his company was still growing in 2012 and
taking a break until March of 2013, Stovin
returned to the shop.
Beyond the many pictures covering the walls
of proud and famous Smithbilt hat owners,
down the hall is the factory of the famous
brand. A few days a week Stovin returns to
Smithbilt to help sand and finish cowboy hats
that have become well known in the rodeo
world and even royalty when Prince William
and Princess Kate visited the Calgary Stampede
in 2012.
Brian Hanson is vice-president of Smithbilt
Hats and has become a personal friend of
Stovin’s. As an active rodeo enthusiast in
Alberta, Hanson says “Ted’s enthusiasm for
rodeo and all things ‘cowboy’ is genuine and
infectious and it shows through in his writing
and on his website.”
As far as Stovin sharing rodeo with the

photo by kelsey simpson

Ted Stovin is by no means a rookie in the rodeo
world. Media passes hanging from his kitchen
wall show the various events he has attended and
covered for his business, Everything Cowboy.
8
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Stovin likes to spend his days off at Smithbilt Hats where he helps to sand and finish the cowboy hats
to remain a part of the cowboy tradition.

profiles
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Whether he is on the road, at his kitchen table or at Smithbilt Hats, Stovin is constantly working on his website, everythingcowboy.ca.
masses, Hanson says Stovin “is bringing Review. She occasionally collaborates with or how ever far it is, and they can watch their
awareness to the sport in a positive manner Stovin on rodeo stories.
husband or brother or whoever it is and they
which benefits everyone involved with rodeo.”
“Ted sees that there is an audience starving can watch that and I am the guy that does that,”
Even though Stovin likes to be around the for the entire rodeo cowboy package (online explains Stovin. “I think they all appreciate that
cowboy environment at Smithbilt, he says he and in print). Everything Cowboy is about and are thankful that they can keep track of
can’t always be there. Following the rodeo trail promoting rodeo and providing information their families. I think that is the biggest thing
means living the rodeo lifestyle which includes to its fans through various forms of media,” says for me. It is not a one single thing but that idea
lots of travel.
Kristensen in an email interview. “He is now a of how it works.”
With his weekends becoming his work days trend setter in the world of promoting rodeo.”
In the future, Stovin sees expansion as a big
and the mid-week becoming his time off, it is
Despite the large amount of work and hours priority. Right now, as a former bull rider, Stovin
hard to keep up with others and maintain an away from home, Stovin doesn’t seem to be has great coverage of almost every bull riding
organized schedule for one person let alone bothered by it. His positive attitude doesn’t let event in Western Canada. Admittedly, Stovin
trying to co-ordinate with another.
him focus on the negative.
says he needs to do a better job of covering
While other businessmen can be found
Stovin credits his parents for his go- all of rodeo events like the website name
downtown doing the daily grind from 9 a.m. to getter attitude, both of which were their Everything Cowboy suggests
5 p.m., Stovin keeps a very different schedule. own entrepreneurs who started and grew
Basically, it is easy to sum up Stovin’s ambition:
“I think ‘random’ is a very good way to businesses in Drayton Valley.
“I love rodeo and I want to make it better.”
describe it,” he says.
“I knew early on that I never wanted to
“I mean I love it because I grew up in it,”
Stovin says he makes up his schedule as work for someone,” says Stovin. “I wanted to explains Stovin. “It is kind of the only thing I
it goes along but events usually take a lot of be my own boss. Both my parents worked for know right now. Yeah, I play hockey a little bit
preparation time. He spends most of the week themselves and that really made me who I am.” and go snowboarding but everyday is cowboy
preparing for a weekend event, and during
stuff to me and I want to keep that going as
the competition he is busy running video CONTINUING THE RODEO LIFESTYLE
long as I can help and make sure that lives on
cameras and updating social media. As his Despite the ups and downs of the business and and that is what I want to do.”
business expands, Stovin is taking on more keeping up with the rodeo trail 24/7, Stovin
Ted Stovin is not your typical young Calgary
roles focusing on aspects of rodeo events such says it is easy to sum up why he continues with entrepreneur. His office is wherever he has
as music directing. However, Stovin has grown Everything Cowboy and why he continues to to be, in his truck, his hotel room, or his
into a place where he can hire others to cover an grow and perfect the business.
kitchen table. He is not dressed in expensive
event for him so he can focus on the next event.
“One of the biggest reasons I keep it going and I suits or polished black leather shoes, but in
Deanna Kristensen, Stovin’s roommate, is a think it works is because it helps so many people. jeans, dusted-creased cowboy boots, collared
journalist and photographer for Western Horse
“You can be riding 10 hours away from home, western shirts, and a grey felt cowboy hat.
calgaryjournal.ca
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A lifetime of benefit

How I learned to stop worrying and love fitness

photo illustration by max foley

Since as early as 400 BCE, humans understand the benefits of exercise. So why hasn’t athleticism caught on as preventative medicine, as a cure-all for
some of the most debilitating and deadly mental and physical ailments of our time?
max foley a day. Something as simple as a half-hour of my fingers back. After that, I promised to myself
mfoley@cjournal.ca walking, every day, can lower everything from I’d never be bullied or pushed around again.”
onsider this: Out of everything you’ve ever your risk of deadly heart disease to stress
Today, Hejduk has found his element in the
done — every habit you’ve established and anxiety levels. Who could’ve known that field of martial arts. After being introduced
or kicked, every experience you’ve had, exercise was equally good for your physical to combatives by his grandfather, he never
every memorable part of your life — what has health as well as your mental health?
looked back.
changed your life the most? What has had the
“Martial arts taught me to be emotionally
most positive effect on your life?
LESSONS LEARNED
invested in my success. And that lesson has
For me and countless others, the answer is Marek Hejduk, who coaches the MMA club at carried over into the business world. If you’re
exercise. Fitness. Athletics. However you label Mount Royal University, has consistently felt not passionate about what you’re doing, if you
it, physical activity has changed lives for the the benefits of fitness throughout his life.
don’t have that investment, why are you doing it?
better since the Greeks and Romans discovered
“From a very young age, I’ve been involved You’re bound to succeed if you genuinely care.”
the benefits of intentional exertion. Socrates in athletics. Gymnastics, swimming, and now
said, almost 2-1/2 millennia ago: “No man martial arts – you name it, I’ve tried it. I’ve LONG TERM BENEFITS
has the right to be an amateur in the matter stuck with it for so long because I’ve had so Let’s revisit Dr. Evans’ lecture. What can one expect
of physical training. It is a shame for a man many ‘Aha!’ moments, so many life-changing from a low-intensity exercise regimen? According
to grow old without seeing the beauty and paradigm shifts that I’d be lost without it.”
to Evans, physical benefits can be a 58 percent
strength of which his body is capable.”
Recalling his swimming days, Hejduk says decrease in the risk of type 2 diabetes and an overall
Socrates’ point of view is limiting. The issue he was a target for bullying as someone who 23 percent reduction in risk of premature death.
goes deeper than simple weight training for performed better than most.
Observing the mental aspects is even more
men. A more modern approach, like that of
“I was one of the faster kids. I think people shocking – a 50 percent reduction in risk
Dr. Mike Evans, fits the bill for exercise in the resent those who can outperform them. So, the of Alzheimer’s and dementia; a 48 percent
21st century. In his now-famous lecture “23- other kids put together an unofficial ‘Beat Up reduction in anxiety; varying rates of success for
½ Hours” (which I highly recommend), Evans Marek’ day. The worst I ever got was a bunch of curing depression (30-47 percent depending on
advocates 30 minutes of low-intensity exercise broken fingers when they sat on me and bent intensity of exercise). Exercise could very well

C
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PERSONAL
save your life.
My personal experience with fitness might
as well have. From a young age, I had a very
vested interest in reading and writing, which
stayed with me as I made my way through
school. Paired with a dampened enthusiasm
for competitive sports and a fascination with
technology, I could’ve been described as
the stereotypical nerd. I liked debating and
discussing with my teachers and sometimes
had trouble reading social cues. I was a perfect
target for bullying. As I made my way from
school to school, to Singapore and back, I went
through the same thing countless other kids
did: teasing, name-calling, ostracism and worse
were the name of the game.
As I grew older, I tried everything. Rock-climbing,
fencing, swimming, rugby, tennis – nothing stuck.
And it wasn’t for lack of trying or performing. I
simply couldn’t dedicate myself to something I
wasn’t invested in. Enduring the endless ribbing,
I resigned myself to spending my days playing
videogames with my equally nerdy friends.
I first dabbled in weight-training in Grade 8.
Every day, for about an hour, I’d train in my barebones condo gym, doing whatever I pleased. I
was too young to notice any kind of physical
change, yet something kept me going for a
couple of months. A general feeling of apathy,
of giving up and accepting what was given to
me, gave way to a sort of focused indignation.
All too suddenly, I wanted more for myself. But
instead of chasing that feeling, I let it fade away
as I left Singapore and returned to Canada for

high school. I wouldn’t experience that feeling
again for a few more years.
LIFE CHANGING HABITS

In summer of my sophomore year of high
school, I had to retake math. Every morning
I’d carpool to summer school with a friend of
mine. After four hours of intermittently falling
asleep in class, we’d leave and go to the gym
for a workout. We never missed a day – there
was something about that hour we spent in the
gym that kept us coming back.
When I returned for my junior year of high
school, something was different. My school
uniform fit tighter – I actually filled it out,
instead of having it hang baggily on my
shoulders like it once did. I no longer looked
like a scarecrow, a misfit garbed in the same
polo and slacks everyone else wore. Day in, day

“If you’re not passionate
about what you’re doing,
if you don’t have that
investment, why are you doing
it? You’re bound to succeed if
you genuinely care.”
Marek hejduk,
Mount Royal MMA Club coach

out, I was in the gym, doing routines made up
on the fly until it hurt. Looking in the mirror
was fun, new, exciting. I actually liked what I
saw. Many a night was spent trawling the Web
looking for ways to improve my workouts. My
nature as a knowledge sponge, an information
addict, was finally put to good use.
What initially started out as a way to kill time
became a full-blown obsession. Throughout
my final years in school I discovered a deeper
drive to improve. When I wasn’t in the gym
I was devouring anything and everything
on becoming a better person. By the time
graduation came around, I didn’t recognize
myself. The insecure and apathetic bullying
victim of a few years past didn’t exist anymore.
Today, exercise is an essential part of my
life. I don’t know what I’d do without it. It’s
become so much more than just hitting the
gym for an hour. It’s become a full-time desire
for excellence, a draw towards other forms of
exercise both physical and mental. Now I’m at
the point where I want people to see it the way I
do. I want to help people experience what I did.
In that moment of your day, where you’re
alone in your thoughts and focused on only
one thing, you learn a lot about yourself. It’s
almost meditative, religious. Whether you’re on
a quick jog or a day-long kayak trip, everyone
should know the feeling of complete solitude
and serenity that only exercise provides. Call
it what you will – runner’s high, “the pump”, a
rush of adrenalin – it’s better than any drug.
And it will save your life.

screenshot taken from 23 and 1/2 hours: What is the single best thing we can do for our health?

In his short animated lecture 23 and 1/2 Hours, Dr. Mike Evans reveals that as little as 30 minutes of low-intensity exercise a day can drastically affect your
physical and mental health, as well as your lifespan.
calgaryjournal.ca
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Spartan Race presents
a fun physical challenge

LENS

People of different ages push themselves in five-kilometre course

Many of the Spartan contestants agreed that the rope climb was the hardest challenge to
complete successfully. The object was to hit the bell at the top of the rope in order to avoid
doing 30 burpees.

T

Quinton amundson qamundson@cjournal.ca
zarif alibhai zalibhai@cjournal.ca

he Spartan Race — lauded as the best
outdoor obstacle race by the U.S-based
Outside Magazine in 2011 — proved to
be a hit for the thousands of Calgarians. They
showed up in tank tops, muscle shirts, knee pads,
bandanas — and even war paint — at the Wild
Rose Motocross Park on Aug. 16-17 to take part
in the fourth Calgary 5km Spartan race.
There were a nice blend of first-time
racers and Spartan veterans that took a
turn propelling through the unpredictable
15-obstacle course. Some of the obstacles
featured in the course included a wall climb,
multiple mud pits, a rope climb, javelin throw,
sandbag carry and a jungle gym among others.
For some of the returning competitors,
multiple factors compelled them to return and
compete again.
“The obstacles are a lot of fun and you
definitely get a good workout,” says Angela Reid,
who has competed in three Spartan Race events
12 SEPT 2014
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in 2014 (including two this year in Calgary). “The
camaraderie out on the course is excellent.
Everybody is cheering each other on. Everybody
is giving each other a helping hand. It doesn’t
matter whether it be top athletes or beginners,
everybody keeps pushing each other.”
“It is sweaty, muddy and dirty but you get
pumped up by the people around you. It’s a
lot of fun,” says Taylor Lively.
The theatricality that comes with the event
due to the presence of the obstacles did
encourage people to try the event.
“For me, running alone is not too thrilling,”
says Thomas Russell. “It is a lot more thrilling to
do an event with obstacles. I had a lot of fun.”
While every obstacle was fun, it was
universally agreed upon that the rope climb
and the javelin throw proved to be the most
difficult challenges to complete correctly. Even
though there were some difficult physical
feats, nearly everyone who graced the start line
conquered the course and earned a finisher’s
medal for their efforts.

Mud was all over the five kilometre Spartan
Race course, including at the rope climb. No
contestant was able to cross the finish line
without being completely covered in mud.

LENS

(Counterclockwise, from top right) While some
of the obstacles can be challenging in its own
right, what truly makes the Spartan Race difficult
for people is the unpredictability of the obstacles.
From giant wooden scaffolds to pits of fire,
contestants have no idea what obstacles they
have to overcome until they hit the start line.
(Middle) If you ever plan to take part in a Spartan
Race down the road, prepare to carry or drag
obstacles. At the Calgary race competitors had to
carry sandbags and drag bricks.
Along with getting a fun workout, Spartan Race
competitors say they enjoy the event because of
the camaraderie on the course.
The barbed wire crawl is a staple Spartan Race
obstacle. It appears in nearly every Spartan Race,
which has been staged in nearly 30 countries as
of this year.

calgaryjournal.ca
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Arts & Entertainment

September festival fun in Calgary
The Calgary Journal’s list of the hottest festivals happening in Calgary

paulina liwski
pliwski@cjournal.ca

Beakerhead

Sept. 10-14
Venue: Throughout Calgary’s downtown core
Price: Free
Experience Calgary’s innovative and creative side as the second annual
Beakerhead returns to convert the city into one large laboratory over
five days with hands-on activities and events. The event focuses on
the unification of science and engineering through culture and art.
Its wide assortment of activities include parades, installations, live
experiments, workshops, pop-up structures, speaker series and more.
For more information on the Beakerhead festivities, visit
beakerhead.org

Photo courtesy of beakerhead

calgary international film festival

Sept. 18-28
Venues: Globe Cinema, Cineplex Odeon Eau Claire Market
& The Southern Jubilee Auditorium
Price: $15 - $35

Calgary will be rolling out the red carpet to welcome actors and directors
from across the globe and across Canada to showcase their works on the
big screen at the Calgary International Film Festival (CIFF). The festival
features 40 films from around the world, 200 multi-genre films from across
Canada and an assortment of prestigious galas that will premiere highly
anticipated films like: The Young and Prodigious T.S. Spivet, Teen Lust, Ally
Was Screaming and Just Eat It: A Food Waste Story.
For more information on CIFF and how to get tickets, visit calgaryfilm.com
Photo courtesy of the Calgary International Film Festival

tuscany harvest festival

Sept. 20
Venue: Community of Tuscany
Price: Free

Celebrate the upcoming autumn season by attending the Tuscany Harvest
Festival, hosted by the Tuscany Community Association. The festival aims
to help those who are less fortune and it encourages attendees to donate
a food item to Calgary’s Food Bank. The Tuscany Harvest Festival features
entertainment, a lawn chair theatre, food trucks, face painting, music,
magicians, games, and more.
For more information on the Tuscany Harvest Festival, visit
tuscanyca.wordpress.com
Photo courtesy of www.jonathanneufeld.com
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a&e
Nuit Blanche
Night Time Arts Festival

Sept. 20
Venues: Olympic Plaza and Municipal Plaza
Price: Free
Experience Calgary’s intriguing and innovative
art scene after dark by checking out city’s take on
the internationally recognized Nuit Blanche Night
Time Arts Festival. The festivities take place from
7 p.m. to 1 a.m. The event transforms Olympic
Plaza and the city hall plaza two of the city’s
prominent gathering places, into a contemporary
full-scale art gallery for eight-hour arts festival.
Nuit Blanche features 10 performance art events,
art installations, impromptu workshops, talks,
seminars, one-off projects and more.
For more information on Nuit Blanche Calgary,
visit nuitblanchecalgary.ca
Photo by Quinton Amundson

Calgary International
Flamenco Festival

Sept. 20-27
Venues: Webber Academy Performing Arts Centre and
Ironwood Stage & Grill
Price: $22 - $80 plus service fee

Screamfest
Oct. 3-31
Ghouls, goblins and the
undead are invited to take
part in Canada’s largest and
scariest Halloween event all
month long at Stampede
Park. Get your spook on by
touring six haunted houses,
compete in devilishly evil
carnival games and enjoy a
wide variety of spine-chilling
entertainment that will make
you scream.
Fluid Movement Arts
Festival
Oct. 13–26
Experience and explore the
showy yet provocative world
of movement and music as
the 2014 Fluid Movement
Arts Festival returns to various
venues in Calgary. The
two-week festival features
contemporary dance and
physical performances from
artists from around the globe,
nationally and right here from
our very own city.
Wordfest:
Calgary International
Writer’s Festival
Oct. 14–19
The power of storytelling
comes alive when readers
and writers come together at
the 19th annual Wordfest in
Calgary, Banff and the Bow
Valley. The one-week festival
features 70 writers from across
the globe, publishing industry
workshops,
poetry
and
spoken word performances
and more.

Get ready to experience the passion, excitement and
intriguing flair of flamenco dance, choreography and music
at this weeklong event held at Calgary’s Webber Academy
Performing Arts Centre and Ironwood Stage & Grill. The event
showcases the talent of Albertan, Canadian and Spanish
flamenco artists and others from around the globe. The
festival features two major concerts, workshops focusing on
flamenco song, dance and guitar as well as a major flamenco
showcase that features Alberta artists.
For more information on the Calgary International Flamenco
Festival, visit calgaryflamencofestival.com
Photo courtesy of the Calgary International Flamenco Festival/Facebook

YYComedy Fest

Sept. 29-Oct. 4
Venues: Loose Moose Theatre, Broken City,
The Plaza Theatre, Comedy Cave and more
Price: $15 - $25
Comedy returns to the forefront in Calgary as the third
annual YYComedy Festival returns to various locations
in the city, aiming to make Calgarians LOL. The event
showcases 41 comedians from across Canada and around
the world. Some of the big names that will be headlining
the festival are Harland Williams of Dumb and Dumber,
Darrin Rose of Much Music’s Video on Trial and Jessica
Holmes, who has opened up for comedians like Ellen
DeGeneres and Jerry Seinfeld. The festival also features an
amazingly funny YYComedy Gala as well as the Calgary
Stand-Up All Stars show.
For more information on YYComedy Fest and how to get
tickets, visit yycomedy.ca
Photo courtesy of the YYComedy Fest website

More Festivals In October

Calgary Rocky Mountain
Wine and Food Festival
Oct.17–18
Wine and food enthusiasts
are invited to the Bank of
Montreal Centre (BMO) to
take part in the 17th annual
Calgary Rocky Mountain Wine
and Food Festival. The event
features a wide selection of
renowned world class wines,
spirits, beer and a variety of
delicious culinary creations
that will have you coming
back for seconds.
Calgary Tattoo and
Arts Festival
Oct. 17–19
Indulge in the colourful and
creative world of ink and
tattoos as the Alberta Bound
Tattoo and Arts Festival returns
for its 11th year to Calgary’s
BMO Centre. The festival
features a wide assortment
of tattoo artists from around
the world as well as vendors,
seminars, entertainment and
special celebrity guests.
calgaryjournal.ca
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LISTINGS
THEATRE
One Man, Two Guvnors
EPCOR Centre for the Performing Arts
Sept. 2-28
In this Tony Award winning comedy
this play takes us to Brighton England
in 1963. The central character Francis
Henshall is a desperate, hungry and
out-of-work man. When a bit of luck
comes his way in the form of two
job offers he accepts both and then
desperately and hilariously tries to
keep those two employers apart in
order to avoid being fired.

COMEDY

Jerry Seinfeld
Jubilee Auditorium
Sept. 19-20
One of the most famous comedians
of all time will take up residence in
Calgary for two days to present his
humourous take on every-day life
issues. Expect something similar to
the comedy found in his namesake
hit 90s television show.

Calgary legend Jann Arden returns to the stage on September 9th. The Canadian
singer-songwriter, who has captured six Juno Awards, will be singing hits like
Good Mother, Free, Thing for you, Mend and Hangin’ by a Thread.

MUSIC

SPECIAL EVENTS

Creedence Clearwater Revisited
Deerfoot Inn & Casino
Sept. 4

Spruce Meadows
‘Masters’ Tournament
Spruce Meadows
Sept. 10-14
Spruce Meadows will wrap up its
summer competition schedule with its
‘Masters’ tournament. This tournament
will feature competitors from Calgary,
competitors from around the world and
Canadian legends such as Ian Millar and
Eric Lamaze.

Matt Minglewood
Deerfoot Inn & Casino
Sept. 6
Jann Arden
Jubilee Auditorium
Sept. 9
Gin Blossoms
Deerfoot Inn & Casino
Sept. 13
The Travelling Mabels
Gallery House Concerts Society
Sept. 17

2014 CPFA AB
Pole Fitness Championships
Cowboys Dance Hall
Sept. 13
Disney’s Imagination Movers
EPCOR Centre for the Performing Arts
Sept. 16
33rd Annual Alberta Dance Festival:
Dance & the Image
Pumphouse Theatre
Sept. 11-13, 18-20
Dancers’ Studio West begins its 20142015 schedule with this festival that
will showcase the work of 12 Alberta
choreographers. The performances will
feature nine dramatic performances.

The folk/country trio—representing
three generations of women—will bring
their warm sound and great harmonies
to Calgary to kick off an Alberta tour.
Terri Clark
Deerfoot Inn & Casino
Sept. 25
Ziggy Marley
EPCOR Centre for the Performing Arts
Sept. 29
16 SEPT 2014
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Calgary Home & Interior Design Show
BMO Centre
Sept. 18-21
Calgary Hitmen vs. Red Deer Rebels
Scotiabank Saddledome
Sept. 20
Alberta Foodservice Show
BMO Centre
Sept. 29

Russell Peters
Scotiabank Saddledome
Sept. 19
Bob Saget
Deerfoot Inn & Casino
Sept. 27

Are local foods really that local?

food

Consumers of local foods may not be eating as local as they think

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia commons

Farmers Markets have long been a hub for people to purchase locally produced food. The desire for local food has grown over the years to the point where
it is a trend in the restaurant world. However due to the Canadian Food Inspection Agency watering down its definition of what qualifies as local, the
food consumers enjoy might not be as local as they think it is.
tara rathgeber want to get hung up on a strict definition of what is
All of the protein served at FARM is local, as in
trathgeber@cjournal.ca local and what is not,” said Schellwitz.
Alberta, livestock can be raised throughout the year,
any musicians know starting a career is
Conversely there are food advocates who Carrillo explained. But produce is trickier to avoid
often a tough process. This was the case for believe local should be meticulously defined buying from more distant locations.
Jennifer Fulton.
and supported.
“We do still have our farmers drop the food at
Locally grown and raised food is a trend in the
Mark Carrillo, Operations Manager of FARM our back door. We change our menu seasonally, we
restaurant world, including in Calgary. But local food Restaurant in Calgary, Alberta, known for it’s local source as much local [food] as possible. But being in
advocates say the requirements for labelling food as dishes, sides with Restaurant Canada on this issue.
the climate we’re in, and keeping costs down, we do
local are not stringent enough.
“The new [local food] definition makes have to run a business.” said Carrillo.
Restaurant Canada’s annual chef survey placed more sense... Most of the farms we use are in
Jon Steinman is the chair of the Kootenay Country
local food products and locally in-spired dishes Lethbridge, and they’re 200 kilometres away Store Co-Operative, a B.C. store centered around
as its third hottest food trend this year, behind from us.” said Carrillo.
local and organic foods.
gluten-free foods and quinoa, a grain crop high
In response to the Canadian Food Inspection
in protein. Local foods made the list the two
Agency’s changing the definition of local, a new
previous years as well.
labelling system was created by the Kootney Co-Op.
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency’s definition
This system is known as “True Local.”
of what can be advertised as local food includes
The program labels foods grown in the Kootenays
anything that is grown within the province it’s being
as being truly local. That helps keep local farmers
sold in, or within 50 kilometres of its border.
from having to compete with all of British Columbia
That’s a change from the agency’s old definition,
for local sales, creating a truly local distribution
which required local products to be grown within
system.
50-km radius of where the products are being sold,
Calgary doesn’t have anything like “True Local.” As
or within the same government municipality.
a result, Calgarians cannot re-ally confirm just how
Restaurants Canada — the group representing
local the food is that they are buying at restaurants
that industry — seems to hold the position that
and gro-cery stores — potentially taking sales away
Jon Steinman.
definitions of what is, or isn’t, “local” aren’t necessary.
from nearby farmers.
chair of the Kootenay Country
Mark von Schellwitz, Western vice-president
“It’s instinctual for all of us as humans to know
Store Co-Operative
of Restaurants Canada, said people selling local
where our food is coming from. It’s a feeling of selffoods will naturally look closer to home when
empowerment and it’s a feeling confidence in our
purchasing products.
health. It feels really good to know where our food’s
“I don’t think that a lot of [chefs and restaurateurs]
from,” Steinman said.

M

“It’s instinctual for all of us as
humans to know where our food
is coming from. It’s a feeling of
self-empowerment and it’s a
feeling confidence in our health.
It feels really good to know
where our food’s from,”
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Could Canada’s farming future
see small farms disappear?

As farming changes, education about farming practices should grow
in order to reduce the gap between the consumer and their food

photo by masha scheele

The Scheele family has been farming in the Linden, Alta. area for many generations. However, young people who grew up in farming families are
pursuing other interests outside of operating the family farm.

T

masha scheele
mscheele@cjournal.ca

he dirt smelled like wet clay and mud stuck
to my fingers as I helped my parents pluck
rocks from between truckloads of muddy
potatoes. I was surrounded by the rhythmic sound
of conveyor belts and machinery driving loads of
potatoes back and forth across the farmyard.
I hopped between the machinery holding my
two braids tightly in my hands. Dust filled the
hot summer air, creating a thick grey blanket
over our dog lying below the belts on those
long, late harvest days.
My family has been farming just northwest
of Linden, Alta., for many generations, and
my brothers and I grew up right in the middle
of it. Our grandfathers and uncles were
usually on the farm working alongside our
dad, helping to seed, plow, harvest and do
anything that needed to be done. They took
us kids along to work from the time we could
barely walk, and that’s how we learned about
how farming worked. They taught us the value
18 SEPT 2014
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of hard work, and for that I am proud to be a
farmer’s daughter.
Looking back, I don’t know if I ever wanted to
be a farmer, but I couldn’t ever have imagined
another type of childhood. Today I’m studying
journalism, something completely different
than farming, while my brothers are all
studying to become mechanics. Nobody in my
extended family of my generation is planning
to continue on the farming path. They’ve all
gone off to colleges and universities pursuing
different professions.
What is happening to farming in my family
isn’t much different than the trends happening
across Canada. The population of farmers is
getting older, with less young people willing
to pick up the tools needed to work the land.
According to Stats Canada, the median age
of farm operators is 54. In 2011, almost half
of Alberta’s farmers were over the age of 55,
which is a record high in Canada, while only 8.2
per cent of farmers are below age 35.
Vern Crawford is one of the broiler-breeder

poultry farmers in the 49.6 per cent that’s
above the age of 55, and he won’t be passing
his farm on to his children.
“I’m a fourth generation farmer,” he says.
“There’s a bit of sentiment to let go of the farm,
but in my case we give our sons support in
what they love to do and what they’re good
at. That’s the most important. So we won’t be
passing on the farm to our sons, we will have
to sell it.”
Crawford had to sell part of his quota —
which is a right to produce a particular product
to a certain limit under official control — when
he shut down his farm in southern Alberta
because he couldn’t find people to operate it.
A larger farm in northern Alberta bought his
quota, because they had enough workers and
could afford to hire more people who studied
specialized sectors of poultry farming.
“In the last 30 years, there’s a lot more
corporate style farming,” Crawford says. “As
equipment gets bigger and better, acres
are covered faster. We don’t need as many

food
people. The fact that there are less people in
agriculture doesn’t mean that production is
going to stop or is at risk. But big corporate
farms will just swallow up small family farms.”
This is mirrored in the fact that over the
past five years the number of farms in Canada
has decreased by 10 per cent, although the
average size of a farm has grown by seven per
cent. Farms generating millions of dollars in
annual sales and nearly half of Canada’s food
production have become the nation’s fastest
growing agriculture sector although they still
only make up five per cent of the country’s
entire farming population.
“The kid who gets to buy into a big family
farm is set for life, but if it’s a little farm then it’s
hard slugging. There won’t be enough for the
child to make a living,” says Crawford.
Ron Bonnett, president of the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture (CFA), agrees it would
be difficult for a small farm to succeed —‚even
though some still do.
“They need to hit high markets, so if their
choice is to become a larger farm they have
to link with another larger farm. It’s not easy.
Farming used to be less business than lifestyle,
but now if you don’t have the business side
perfected, it’s difficult.”
Things were very different for my dad, Arjan
Steele. He bought his first cattle when he was
18, while going to school to study agriculture.
He started his own farm when he was just 22.
This almost seems impossible for a 22-year-old
in today’s massive agriculture industry because
it’s too expensive to start a farm without having
a connection to the equity needed to a run a
successful operation.
Ashley Rietveld studied at the University
of Alberta to get her Bachelor of Science in
agriculture and animal sciences, and now at 33,
owns a broiler-breeder farm (a broiler-breeder
farm is one that produces fertilized eggs that
are not for human consumption) in Alberta
with her husband Ryan Rietveld.
She says there are young people at the
universities that “are interested in farming
but they don’t know how to get in and obtain
equity in an operation. It’s hard for them to buy
a farm, there’s nothing out there connecting
these young people to well-established
producers.”
Speaking as a 20-year-old in the next
generation, it doesn’t appeal to me to start
a small farm just to barely scrape by in the
shadows of expanding multi-million dollar
agribusinesses. Nor am I alone.
So what will happen if big farm corporations
replace the 49.6 per cent of farmers in Alberta
that could be seeking retirement within the
next 10 years or so?
Bonnett, from the CFA, believes there isn’t,
nor will there be, enough knowledge about
farming for the consumer. He says society
needs to start educating people about farming
on the public school level.
“We’re starting to see many people who
are many generations removed from the

farm lifestyle, so there’s not as much direct
knowledge of what the farmers do on the
farm and how they do it. It’s a challenge for
the farmers to let the consumer know what
exactly they’re doing.”
To try and meet that challenge, agriculture
commissions, boards, and the industry host
events such as Aggie Days, a free educational
experience for schoolchildren held at the BMO
Centre each year. Aggie Days, designed to help
students learn about Alberta’s agricultural and
historical legacy, is hosted by the Agriculture
Education Committee, industry organizations
and volunteers. It was held this past April.
But, as the gap between the source of our

food and the consumer keeps growing, such
events won’t be enough. Unless agriculture
education improves, misconceptions about
agriculture will increase.
It is important for people to find out what
is happening “out on the farm” and how
agriculture impacts our daily lives starting at
a young age. Without education there will be
more and more questions and misconceptions
about agriculture.
While I’m sad that not as many people will
have the same childhood that I did, the real
problem is that they won’t know the things I
have learned about where my food comes from.
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With farming evolving quite rapidly, farming practices need to evolve to keep up with filling the
gap between consumers and their food.
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With farming heading in the direction of big corporate farms there is a major risk that small
farms will disappear over time.
calgaryjournal.ca
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Gearing up for a new season

Optimism reigns as two young Calgary teams prepare for another year in the AJHL
2014-2015 Canucks and
Mustangs matchups
Friday Sept. 5
Mustangs@Canucks
Max Bell Centre
Tuesday Oct. 21
Mustangs@Canucks
Max Bell Centre
Monday Nov. 3
Canucks@Mustangs
Father David Bauer Arena
Thursday Nov. 27
Canucks@Mustangs
Father David Bauer Arena
Thursday Jan. 29
Canucks@Mustangs
Father David Bauer Arena
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Caught in the middle of an intra-team scrimmage at the Max Bell centre, the Calgary Canucks have
been training hard on and off the ice.
“Ryan knows the game,” says Shiel. “With me
max foley
mfoley@cjournal.ca handling the business aspects, he’s got more
ithin seconds of walking into the Max time on his hands to help the guys perform their
Bell Centre — the home of the Alberta best. I’m excited to see what he’s got in store
Junior Hockey League’s (AJHL) Calgary for the season.”
Canucks — all sorts of sounds assault you. The
It is clear that the work ethic put forth by the
machine-gun clacking of pucks against boards; team from game-to-game the past two seasons
the shrill sound of whistle after whistle as drills won’t cut it anymore. Shiel says he has no qualms
are called; echoing whoops as a goal is scored letting go players that fail to meet the standards of
or the telltale scrape of a short stop.
the organization.
In the lead-up to a fresh season of AJHL hockey,
“We have to be a little less lenient, a little
the Canucks have been training hard. Watching an more willing to cut those that cannot meet our
intra-team scrimmage is an intense experience. expectations,” says Shiel.
Those associated with the team would hope that,
due to finishing two straight years out of the RIDING THE WAVE
playoffs, the Canucks are looking to get their mojo Meanwhile, on the other side of the city, the Calgary
back. The energy crackling in the arena feels like a Mustangs are on the same page as a team. After a
good omen.
2013-14 campaign that saw the team earn a playoff
It is natural in hockey that a difficult campaign spot, Jeff Richards— the team’s general manager
would bring about a summer of change. The most for the past three seasons — has high hopes.
tangible is a change in management. Ryan Barrett,
“Competition is stiff. We’ve seen some real
once both the GM and coach for the Canucks, has powerhouses dominate the league but we’re proud
passed on his responsibilities as manager to Chad to say we can compete,” says Richards. “We have a
Shiel. Both are excited at the new possibilities this strong nucleus of players, so this year, we’re looking
has opened up.
to come out of the South. We can go all the way.”
“Now that we have Chad on board, I’m able to
Watching the Mustangs run their drills adds
focus purely on coaching. It’s been really good for weight to Richards’ words. Everything is tight. It
me and the team.” Barrett explains.
almost feels choreographed.
“We have renewed discipline as a team. I’m
“I like the work ethic we’re seeing,” says coach
confident that when we combine that with the talent Derek Stuart. “Our veterans and rookies alike are
our guys have that we’re going to see a change.”
bringing some serious fire in camp. Last season went
Despite coaching the Canucks to a 15-42-3- well but we’re looking to do even better this year.”
record — the team’s worst in its 42-year history —
Stuart is inspired by what he’s seen since the
Barrett has Shiel’s full support.
beginning of summer.
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Thursday Feb. 19
Mustangs@Canucks
Max Bell Centre
“It’s gonna be very competitive. Our guys are
gonna have to show some initiative and step up to
the plate. But I’m confident that they can handle it.”
Team officials would certainly hope the
competitive fire on display at camp will translate to
a major improvement in the team’s scoring depth.
The Mustangs had only four players record 10 or
more goals, which represents a league low.
Ravi Dattani, the Mustangs’ workhorse goalie, will
certainly be a major factor in the any success the
team will hope to achieve. Just like his coach he is
hoping a strong training camp will carry over to
the regular season.
“This summer’s been really good for my agility,
so hopefully that’ll translate well into gameplay.
I’ll be doing everything I can to stop the puck and
make it easier for our front line,” he says proudly.
Two Calgary teams, as different as they are alike,
are led by a sense of optimism as they prepare to
battle some of the AJHL’s heavy hitters.
WHERE TO START

The Mustangs and Canucks go head-to-head 7
p.m., Sept. 5, at Max Bell Centre. It’s the first game of
the season for both teams, and the first on the AJHL
2014-2015 regular season schedule. The cross-town
rivals will butt heads six times over the course of
their respective 60-game schedules.
The Canucks then face the Drumheller Dragons
at 7 p.m., Sept. 6, at Max Bell, their home turf.
The Mustangs’ next game comes eight days
after opening the season against the Canucks,
7:30 p.m., Sept. 13, against Camrose at Father
David Bauer Arena.
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Bringing the seas to the fir trees:
Surfing on Alberta’s rivers
How land-locked surfers are finding new ways to get on a wave

photo by max foley/calgary journal

Rocky Mountain River Surfing instructor Adam Baranec takes a swing at the only standing wave in city limits. Located on the south side of the Louise
Bridge, the wave draws dozens of surfers of all stripes.
tera swanson
tswanson@cjournal.ca
hile coastal souls have been hanging 10
for over a century, Alberta’s landlocked
surfers have had to resort to other local
water sports without jet-setting to the ocean.
That is until a unique sport, starting in
Munich, Germany in the 1970s, made its way
to Alberta’s rivers in the mid-2000s — surfing
on “stationary” river waves.
The waves are created by natural bends and
dips in the river bed and shores, and in some
instances are enhanced by man-made features,
making them stationary in one constant area.
Jeff Brooks, one of four founders of the
Alberta River Surfing Association (ARSA),
came across the sport in 2005 when he was
researching surfing, and came across the World
River Surfing Association. He was told that with
any fast-moving river, there would be surfable
waves.

W

BRINGING SURFBOARDS TO ALBERTA

Shortly afterward, Brooks found a small twofoot wave under the 10th Street bridge in
downtown Calgary, and quickly realized river
surfing could happen in Alberta. Two weeks
later, he brought out his surfboard and was
22 SEPT 2014
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riding the wave.
The location of the wave gathered a lot of
attention, eventually prompting the launching
of the ARSA later that year, along with Paul
Barrett, Neil Egsgard, and Chris Szampanksi.
“River surfing in Alberta is what surfing was
like in the 1950s — not too many people are
doing it yet, and a lot of people are curious
about it,” said Brooks. “It’s so exciting to be a
part of leading the charge with river surfing in
Alberta.”
Brooks started his own surf business, Rocky
Mountain River Surfing, in 2011, when he began
offering lessons on the Kananaskis River.
TAKING A SHOT AT STATIONARY WAVES

I had first heard about the sport last summer
from my friend Lindsay DeJongh, who had
been surfing on the Kananaskis River for three
years, and suggested I try it out. After a bit of
trepidation, I got in touch with Jeff Brooks and
set up a lesson.
During my travels through Australia a few
years ago I had planned on learning how to
surf, first taking a stab at body surfing in an
attempt to get comfortable with the waves
before renting a board. After a few minutes
in the ocean, I misjudged the distance and

force of an incoming wall of water and was
pummeled in what felt like a human washing
machine. Ten seconds with no awareness of
where the surface was felt like 10 minutes,
and it instilled a deep-rooted uneasiness with
unpredictable water.
Having grown up floating, canoeing, and
rafting down the rivers of Southern Alberta,
I figured I would be semi-comfortable with
easing into surfing again in this familiar setting.
After all, it was just a river.
BECOMING ONE WITH THE WATER

As Lindsay and I drove out to my first river
surfing lesson in Dora, my ’96 Explorer, she told
me about her first time surfing a solitary river
wave. My stomach started to sink.
“Honestly, I panicked the first time I got in. The
river really sends you downstream and I choked
on a lot of water, it was pretty scary,” Lindsay
warned me, pulling her sun-bleached hair back
with a pair of wayfarers. “It can be shallow at
some parts, so you can hit the bottom or get
your leash caught in the rocks. You’ve just gotta
be careful.”
Instead of letting my mind wander to the
worst possible scenario, I chose the all-toofamiliar coping mechanism of denial and

SPORTS
blasted Dora’s radio even louder to block out
fears of imminent failure.
We met Jeff and three other river surfers at
Canoe Meadows Campground parking lot near
the Kananaskis River, just south of the Stoney
Nakoda Casino on Highway 40.
After the nearly impossible task of shoving
every square inch of my body into a wetsuit like
Jell-O in Saran Wrap, we grabbed our boards
and waddled to the campground for our dry
lesson. Jeff showed us the different techniques
for getting up on the board once we were in
the wave, and then we followed him down the
barefoot-worn path to the river.
With the roar of the robust river growing
louder with every step, I seriously considered
turning around and heading back to Dora.
I already had Instagram “proof ” of my epic
adventure. No one would have to know.
But we continued further upstream to the
entry point where Jeff instructed us on how
to paddle and exactly what to do to get to the
wave. Maybe here explain that although the
river is running (duh!) the contours of the river
bed mean at certain points there is pretty much
always a wave?
Repressing the squeamish feeling in my gut,
we waded into the river and hopped on our
boards downstream to the wave we would soon
begin surfing. I followed close on Jeff’s heel as I
gulped what I thought would be my last breath
of oxygen and plummeted head-first into the
wave. I fell off my board and broke through the
surface high on adrenaline. I was completely
safe, and I felt amazing.
All of my fears washed away.
The group of us sat bobbing on our board
while Jeff’s friend Jacob stood on a nearby rock
and pulled each of us into the stationary wave
with a three metre long PVC pipe — a much
easier method than swimming into the wave
solo, as the more seasoned river surfers do.
I was propelled by nothing but positive
energy as I took my first stab at getting into the
stationary wave. I was promptly swept down the
river without even a few seconds of practice.
Panic momentarily set in, but after swimming
to the shore and after a few more attempts, I
was finally floating with my board on top of a
flowing wall of water, a truly surreal experience.
Jeff said that with his third summer in the
business, the number of river surfers he’s seen
has quadrupled. All of this came to an abrupt
halt, however, as the flooding in June 2013
devastated parts of Alberta and destroyed the
stationary waves, the whitewater park, and the
barrier dam that allowed year-round controlled
water flow on the Kananaskis River.
MAKING A COMEBACK

As the flooding tapered off, within a month
the Alberta Whitewater Association (AWA)
and volunteers were already reconstructing a
section of the river, just in time for the National
Whitewater Championships that July.
“We’ve had very narrow windows of time
where we could actually get in the river and
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After the Calgary flood of 2013, the surfing landscape has completely changed. The small and tight-knit
community of river surfers in Calgary is making the most of having a wave to surf so close to home.
work,” said Chuck Lee, executive director of the
“The River Surfing Association had requested
AWA. “In July we were able to get in for a couple an opportunity to try to build a new surfing
of days to rebuild that little stretch of river for feature, and we were able to help them get
the Nationals, but that was all the work that machinery onsite to help build their structure,”
said Lee. “We were also able to bring in a lot of
large rock that will anchor our future site going
forward, so we believe it won’t be as easily
affected in the future (in case of a flood).”
Lee said that it may not be until October
that the wave structure is properly installed,
as the permit application and review process
for installing the structure could take several
months. As well, Lee said the window of
opportunity to work is restricted to spring and
fall, operating within parameters that won’t
affect fish spawn and habitat.

“River surfing in Alberta is
what surfing was like in the
1950s — not too many people
are doing it yet, and a lot of
people are curious about it.
It’s so exciting to be a part of
leading the charge with river
surfing in Alberta.”
jeff brooks,
founder of Rocky Mountain River Surfing

could be done at that time.”
Jeff and his fellow river surfers had hopes
of installing a man-made feature in the river
last fall to bring a new stationary wave to life.
However, with plenty of work still to be done,
the river surfing season — which for a few
brave souls continues into the winter — was
temporarily put on hold.
April brought new hope to those again
wanting to enjoy water sports on the
Kananaskis River, as volunteers came together
on two occasions to continue working and
touching up the features. But river surfers will
still have to wait it out a bit longer to ride a
Kananaskis wave.

SCOPING NEW SURFABLE WAVES

This didn’t deter Jeff Brooks. He scouted a new
wave after the flooding destruction last summer.
“After the flood I was losing hope that there’d be
a surfable wave, but after searching around I found
one not many people have surfed yet,” he said.
Located on the Elbow River near Bragg Creek,
Brooks began lessons again at this new surf spot
in spring, until the water flow reduced to the
point of making it unsurfable.
“The amazing thing about the Kananaskis was
that with the barrier dam, you’d get a consistent
flow of water down the river every single day,”
said Brooks.
“It’s a never-ending search for waves, and
that’s one of the cool aspects about river
surfing,” Jeff said. “There are a lot of rivers and
so many untapped waves. There’s so much
opportunity for people who are landlocked to
surf without flying to Hawaii or Cali or Mexico.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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